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Abstract—Image demoireing is a multi-faceted image restoration task involving both moire pattern removal and color restoration. In

this paper, we raise a general degradation model to describe an image contaminated by moire patterns, and propose a novel

multi-scale bandpass convolutional neural network (MBCNN) for single image demoireing. For moire pattern removal, we propose a

multi-block-size learnable bandpass filters (M-LBFs), based on a block-wise frequency domain transform, to learn the frequency

domain priors of moire patterns. We also introduce a new loss function named Dilated Advanced Sobel loss (D-ASL) to better sense

the frequency information. For color restoration, we propose a two-step tone mapping strategy, which first applies a global tone

mapping to correct for a global color shift, and then performs local fine tuning of the color per pixel. To determine the most appropriate

frequency domain transform, we investigate several transforms including DCT, DFT, DWT, learnable non-linear transform and learnable

orthogonal transform. We finally adopt the DCT. Our basic model won the AIM2019 demoireing challenge. Experimental results on

three public datasets show that our method outperforms state-of-the-art methods by a large margin.

Index Terms—Image Demoireing, Frequency Domain Prior, Learnable Bandpass Filter, Dilated Advanced Sobel Loss, Degradation

Model, Learnable Orthogonal Transform, Two-step Color Restoration.

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

D IGITAL screens are ubiquitous and have become one of
the most popular devices from which people receive

information. At the same time, mobile devices (e.g., smart-
phones) that include digital cameras are an increasingly
essential tool for modern living. It is becoming a common
practice to take pictures of screens to quickly save informa-
tion. For example, when attending an academic conference
one may want to take pictures of the slides displayed on
a digital screen, and read them carefully later. Sometimes
taking a photo is the only practical way to save information.
Unfortunately, a common side effect is that moire patterns
can appear, degrading the image quality of the photo, see
Figure 1. Moire patterns arise when two repetitive patterns
interfere with each other. In the case of taking pictures of
screens, the camera’s color filter array (CFA) interferes with
the screen’s subpixel layout. Moire patterns exhibit largely
varying patterns of color, thickness and appear as ripples or
stripes, which are sensitive to shooting distance and camera
orientation. Moire patterns vary not only across different
images but even within the same image. Additionally, due
to differences between color systems on the screen and cam-
era, color degradation is another degradation that appears
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Fig. 1. Moire patterns of different scales, frequencies, and colors.

along with moire patterns. That is to say, a general image
demoireing algorithm should give consideration to both
moire pattern removal and color restoration.

Although human observers can distinguish moire pat-
terns, recovering the underlying clear image from an image
contaminated by moire patterns is an ill-posed problem and
poses a considerable challenge. Image priors are generally
used to solve ill-posed problems. Color priors and texture
priors are two sets of well studied priors for many different
image processing tasks. Color priors are focused on the
general color nature of natural images or degraded images.
The dark channel prior [1], [2], color line prior [3], [4],
and color ellipsoid prior [5] are representative color priors
for image enhancement and restoration tasks. The spatial
domain priors and transformation domain priors constitute
the texture priors. The spatial domain priors like self simi-
larity [6], [7] and shape priors [8], [9], are usually adopted
for filtering based image manipulations. The transformation
domain priors depend on the specific transformation. They
are usually adopted by optimisation-based algorithms [7],
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[10]. The Fourier and wavelet domains are two commonly
studied transformation domains in the image restoration
literature. Because values in these two domains relate to
frequency, we customarily call methods working in either
of two domains as frequency domain techniques.

In recent years, deep learning based algorithms have
demonstrated great ability to handle many image manipula-
tion tasks. These algorithms are usually driven by enormous
training data pairs, and targeted to build globally end-
to-end or stage-wise neural network solutions. With deep
neural networks, the priors for a task are learned from data
and implicitly stored in the neural weights. Unlike conven-
tional image priors discovered by human’s experience, these
data-driven priors are task-oriented. This way, traditional
iterative optimization processes can be replaced by fixed
forward inference. Inspired by this, several recent meth-
ods have been proposed that combine frequency domain
transformation and a deep neural network within a unified
architecture [11], [12], [13].

Because of the largely varying appearance of moire
patterns, conventional image prior based [6], [10] algo-
rithms are inadequate for the demoireing task. Only very
recently, a few deep learning based attempts [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17] have been made to address image demoire-
ing. Recent work [14], [17], [18] tried to remove moire
patterns of different frequency bands through multi-scale
design. DMCNN [14] proposed to deal with moire patterns
with a multi-scale CNN with multi-resolution branches and
summed up the outputs from different scales to obtain a fi-
nal output. MDDM [18] improved DMCNN by introducing
adaptive instance normalization [19] based on a dynamic
feature encoder. DCNN [15] proposed a coarse-to-fine struc-
ture to remove moire patterns from two scales. The coarse
scale result was upsampled and concatenated with the fine
scale input for further residual learning. MopNet [17] used
a multi-scale feature aggregation sub-module to address the
challenging frequencies of moire patterns, and two other
sub-modules to address edges and pre-defined moire types.
Though current algorithms show promising performance,
the problem remains to a large extent unsolved, due to the
large variation of moire patterns in terms of frequencies,
shapes, and colors.

In this paper, we introduce a general degradation model
to describe an image contaminated with moire patterns,
and propose a novel learnable bandpass filter (LBF) to ex-
plicitly learn the frequency domain prior of moire patterns
for single image demoireing. We also investigate the best
frequency domain representation. We explicitly split the
demoireing task into two sub-tasks — moire pattern re-
moval and color restoration, and introduce a unified frame-
work namely a multi-scale bandpass convolution neural
network (MBCNN) to perform the two sub-tasks within
the same model. The LBF is the core component for the
moire pattern removal. The LBF introduces a learnable
passband to learn the frequency prior, which could precisely
separate moire patterns from normal image texture. The
global and local tone mapping are included for accurate
color restoration. The global tone mapping learns the global
color shift from moire images to clean images, while the
local tone mapping is to make a local fine-grained color
restoration. To guide the LBF to efficiently learn the moire

pattern’s frequency domain prior, we introduce a multi-
scale architecture (MBCNN) trained with a proposed dilated
advanced Sobel loss (D-ASL) applied at each scale.

We note that this paper is an extended version of our
conference paper [20] (called MBCNN-conf in this paper)
that has been extended in the following substantial ways:

1. We improve the advanced Sobel loss (ASL) by in-
troducing dilation rates to the Sobel filtering to con-
struct the D-ASL. With the dilation rates, D-ASL can
sense the structural high-frequency information in
multiple scales, and significantly improve the light
model’s performance by 1.51dB, which outperforms
MBCNN-conf.

2. We develop a learnable orthogonal transform (LOT).
Then we investigate the effect of different transfor-
mation domains in the LBF, including discrete cosine
transform (DCT) domain, discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) domain, discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
domain, and LOT. We demonstrate the DCT domain
is the most suitable domain for learning the prior of
moire patterns within the LBF.

3. We advance LBF by estimating transformation do-
main values from different block sizes. This multi-
block-size structure brings observable performance
gain with little additional computation for the DCT-
domain based LBF.

2 RELATED WORK

Image demoireing requires both texture restoration1 and
color restoration, rendering it a complex challenge. In this
section, we briefly introduce several deep learning based
methods in related tasks, where deep learning has made
significant impact.

Image restoration. Dong et al. [21], [22] were the first
to propose end-to-end convolutional neural networks for
image super-resolution and compression artifact reduction.
Subsequent research [23], [24], [25] further improved these
models by increasing the network depth, introducing skip
connections [26] and residual learning. Much deeper net-
works [27], [28], [29], [30] were then introduced. DRCN [27]
proposed recursive learning for parameter sharing. Tai et
al. [28], [29] introduced a recursive residual learning and
proposed a memory block. Zhang et al. [30] replaced the
recursive connection in the memory block by a dense con-
nection [31]. Moreover, several studies focused on multi-
scale CNNs inspired by high-level computer vision meth-
ods. Mao et al. [32] proposed a skip connection-based multi-
scale autoencoder. Cavigelli et al. [33] introduced a multi-
supervised network for compression artifact reduction.

Frequency domain learning. Several studies [11], [34],
[35] focus on CNN-based frequency domain learning. Liu et
al. [34] introduced a U-Net-like model that uses the discrete
wavelet transform and its inverse to replace conventional
downscaling and upscaling operations for image restora-
tion. One benefit is that there is no information loss for
downscaling. Luo et al. [36] later extended this idea to
moire artifact removal for high-frequency natural images.

1. In this paper, the term ’texture restoration’ refers to the removal of
moire patterns, unless otherwise specified.
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Fig. 2. The architecture of our MBCNN. The network is U-Net like and mainly consists of three branches. In each branch, the moire pattern removal
block (MPRB), global tone mapping block (GTMB) and local tone mapping block (LTMB) are sequentially stacked and finally output a clean image
at the corresponding scale. The additional GTMB and MPRB are introduced to branch I and II to reduce the texture and color errors caused by
fusing the features of the current branch and the output of the coarser branch. The details of the three blocks are explained in Sec. 4.

Liu et al. [13] proposed Wavelet-based Dual-branch network
(WDNet) for image demoireing by first transforming the
original moire images into the wavelet domain, where a
dual-branch network is used to remove moire patterns. Guo
et al. [11] introduced a dual-domain representation network
working in both the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and
pixel domains for reduction of compression artifacts, where
the DCT and inverse DCT (IDCT) are used to construct a
sub-network to learn the DCT-domain prior knowledge of
JPEG compression. Gia Vien et al. [37] tested a similar idea
for moire artifact removal. Zheng et al. [35] introduced an
implicit DCT to extend the DCT-domain learning to color
image compression artifact reduction.

Color restoration. Image dehazing and image enhance-
ment are two classic color restoration problems. Eilertsen
et al. [38] proposed a gamma correction based loss function
and trained a U-Net [39] based CNN for high dynamic range
(HDR) image reconstruction. Gharbi et al. [40] proposed
HDRNet to learn local piece-wise linear tone mapping.
Inspired by the guided filter [41], Wu et al. [42] proposed an
end-to-end trainable guided filter for image enhancement.
Ren et al. [43] grouped a hazy image and several pre-
enhanced images together as input, and proposed a sym-
metric autoencoder to learn a gated fusion for image dehaz-
ing. Zhang et al. [44] proposed a densely connected pyramid
CNN for image dehazing. Remarkably, few of these color
restoration methods include residual connections in their
solutions.

Loss function. The loss function is one of the most im-
portant components of CNN-based low-level vision meth-
ods. With the same model, different loss functions used
in training lead to greatly different results. Zhao et al. [45]
conducted a comprehensive study of several common losses
for image restoration tasks and demonstrated that using L1
loss and SSIM [46] loss are effective in several restoration
tasks. Ledig et al. [47] and Wang et al. [48] introduced a
GAN-based loss function for image super-resolution. Guo
et al. [49] introduced a VGG-Net [50]-based perceptual loss
to minimize the semantic distance between the input and

output for JPEG compression artifact reduction. Other loss
functions include Charbonnier loss [51], CORAL loss [52],
differential content loss [53], etc. Recently several frequency
domain loss functions were proposed, including wavelet
loss functions, DCT loss functions, etc. We propose a dilated
advanced Sobel loss (D-ASL) function that is suitable for
image demoireing.

Image demoireing. Recently, several end-to-end image
demoireing solutions have been proposed. Sun et al. [14]
first introduced a CNN for image demoireing (DMCNN)
and created an ImageNet [54]-based moire dataset for train-
ing and testing. Cheng et al. [18] improved DMCNN by
introducing an adaptive instance normalization [19] based
dynamic feature encoder. He et al. [17] introduced addi-
tional moire attribute labels based on shape, color, and
frequency for more precise moire pattern removal. Liu et
al. [13] proposed to transform the original moire images
into the wavelet domain, where a dual-branch network
is used to remove moire patterns. However, none of the
existing methods modeled the moire patterns explicitly. We
propose a novel Learnable bandpass filter to explicitly learn
the frequency domain priors of moire patterns. We treat
the image demoireing problem as two sub-problems: moire
pattern removal and color restoration.

3 IMAGE DEGRADATION MODEL

An image captured by a digital camera of a screen usually
has color degradation and contains moire patterns. The
color degradation is caused by systematic color differences
between the screen and the camera. The screen’s display
settings, e.g., luminance, saturation, and contrast, have an
effect, along with the camera’s image signal processor
pipeline. Moire patterns mainly result from interference
between the screen’s display grid pattern and the camera’s
CFA. The moire patterns can change dramatically with dif-
ferent viewpoints of the camera. All existing image demoire-
ing methods [14], [17], [18] did not model the two problems
explicitly, relying on the model to implicitly handle both
problems. We argue that the color degradation and moire
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Fig. 3. The structure of moire pattern removal block (MPRB). The MPRB
is formulated by a dense block, the frequency domain transform (FDT)
and a feature scale layer (FSL). The FDT consists of two convolution
layers CM1 and CM2, and a frequency domain inverse transform (FDIT)
layer T −1 with the learnable passband (LP) θ.

patterns can be separated and dealt with independently.
Thus, we can model a moire image as:

Imoire = ψ(Iclean) +Nmoire (1)

where Iclean is the clean image, Nmoire is the introduced
moire pattern, and ψ is the color degradation caused by the
screen and the camera sensor. Iclean can be then expressed
as:

Iclean = ψ−1(Imoire −Nmoire) (2)

where ψ−1 is the inverse function of ψ, which is known as
the tone mapping function in the image processing field.
Modeled in this way, the image demoireing task can be
divided into two steps, i.e., moire pattern removal and tone
mapping.

Moire patterns exhibit considerable variation in shape,
frequency, color, etc. Some examples are shown in Figure 1,
where the moire patterns clearly exhibit different frequen-
cies and scales. Therefore, the moire patterns can be written
as:

Nmoire =
∑

i

∑

j

Nsi
fij

(3)

where Nsi
fij

denotes the moire pattern component of scale
si and frequency fij . Given a frequency domain transfor-
mation T , we can have the frequency domain expression of
Nmoire as:

Nmoire =
∑

i

∑

j

T −1(T (Nsi
fij

))

=
∑

i

T −1(
∑

j

T (Nsi
fij

)

=
∑

i

T −1(FSsi)

(4)

where FSsi =
∑

j T (Nsi
fij

) is the frequency spectrum of

Nmoire in the scale si, and T −1 denotes the inverse function
of T . Therefore, we can split moire patterns from a moire im-
age by estimating the moire patterns’ frequency spectrum.

4 PROPOSED METHOD

Though image demoireing can be divided into moire pattern
removal and color restoration, it’s difficult to obtain only
moire pattern-contaminated images or only color degraded

Fig. 4. The structure of moire pattern removal block constructed by
MLBFs.

images to train two DNNs for the two sub-problems sepa-
rably. Therefore, we propose to solve the two sub-problems
within the same DNN. Our solution is to solve the two
sub-problems in the feature domain without explicit su-
pervision. The architecture of our MBCNN is shown in
Figure 2. Our model works in three scales and has three
different types of blocks, which are moire pattern removal
block (MPRB), global tone mapping block (GTMB), and
local tone mapping block (LTMB). The MPRB is for moire
pattern removal, while the GTMB and the LTMB are for
color restoration. The details of each block are described in
Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2.

The input image I with the shape of h×w× c is first re-
versibly downsampled into four subimages Ĩ with the shape
of h

2
× w

2
× 4c. Because moire pattern is a shape-wise noise

rather than pixel-wise noise (e.g. Gaussian noise), removing
it from a larger scale is appropriate. Besides, this operation
is a lossless transform and also helps to reduce computation.
With the tensor Ĩ as input, the following network consists of
three branches, each to recover the clean image in a specific
scale. Following Eq. 2, each branch sequentially executes
the moire pattern removal and tone mapping, and finally
outputs an up-scaled image to be fused in the finer scale
branch. In branch I and II, after fusing the feature of current
branch and the output of the coarser scale branch, additional
GTMB and MPRB are stacked to remove the texture and
color errors caused by the scale change.

4.1 Moire Pattern Removal

Given a color moire image patch P , we denote the moire
patterns of each color channel as N c

P , c ∈ {R,G,B}. Then
the feature domain representation of the moire patterns NP

is

C(NP ) =
∑

c∈{R,G,B}

C(N c
P ) (5)

where C denotes a learnable convolution. Based on Eq. 4,
Eq. 5 can be rewritten as

C(NP ) =
∑

c∈{R,G,B}

C(
∑

i

T −1(FSsi
∣

∣

c
))

=
∑

i

C(T −1(
∑

c∈{R,G,B}

FSsi
∣

∣

c
))

(6)
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where
∑

c∈{R,G,B} FS
si
∣

∣

c
is the combined frequency spec-

trum of channel c with the scale of si, which is defined as
the implicit frequency spectrum (IFS), denoted as ξsi . Now,
we can have

C(NP ) =
∑

i C(T
−1(ξsi)) (7)

Learnable Bandpass Filter. Inspired by the implicit
DCT [35], we can directly estimate ξsi with a deep CNN
block. Since the frequency domain transforms T are always
linear, we can use a a pre-defined 1 × 1 convolution layer,
whose weights are fixed as the transform matrix to model
them. However, it’s difficult to get the accurate frequency
spectrum, because there would be several frequencies in dif-
ferent scales and they can also affect each other. Therefore,
noise inevitably exists in the estimated ξsi . As the frequency
spectrum of moire patterns covers a broad range [17], ξsi

should distribute across the frequency domain. We define
this frequency domain distribution as the frequency domain
prior and use a frequency domain passband to describe
the prior. With the passband, we can construct a bandpass
filter to amplify certain frequencies in the estimated ξsi and
diminish others. We use a DNN to learn the passbands from
a large collection of moire and clean image pairs. Because
the passbands are learnable, we name this bandpass filter as
learnable bandpass filter (LBF). In this situation, the Eq. 7 can
be rewritten as

C(NP ) =
∑

i

C(T −1(θsi · ξsi)) (8)

where θsi denotes the learnable passband for the scale si.
Assuming the size of the frequency domain transformation
is p× p, then the corresponding frequency spectrum totally
has p2 frequencies, so the size of θsi is p2. All parameters of
θsi are initialized to be 1 and constrained to be non-negative.
Thus all frequencies are initially passable.

CNN Structure. Following Eq. 8, we can respectively re-
move moire patterns from different scales. For each specific
scale, we propose a moire pattern removal block (MPRB),
see Figure 3.

Assuming the input of the MPRB is xMPRB
in , a dense

block is first used for feature extraction, which is denoted as
Fdeep. Then a 3×3 convolution layer estimates the IFS ξ from
Fdeep. The dense block has K densely connected [31] 3 × 3
nD-channel dilated convolution [55] with ReLU activation
(Conv ReLU ) layers. We adopt dilated convolution rather
than normal convolution to enlarge the receptive field of
the dense block to produce Fdeep, so that the p2 sized ξ can
be easily estimated from the Fdeep. After estimating ξ, the
learnable weight θ and the block-wise Frequency Domain
Inverse Transform (FDIT) layer T −1, a convolution layer
CM2 is added as indicated in Eq. 8. Directly multiplying θ

and ξ will consume a large amount of calculations. Instead,
we reshape θ to the size of 1 × 1 × p × p, and multiply
it with the convolution kernel of T −1 layer, then the ξ is
directly sent to T −1 layer. In this way, the product θ · ξ can
be avoided. Considering that the T −1 might lead to large
local output and produce excessive gradient, we stacked a
feature scale layer (FSL) to linearly constrain the output of
CM2. The FSL contains a learnable parameter α initialized
to be 0.1, which will be updated along with other learnable

Fig. 5. The structure of global tone mapping block.

TABLE 1
Attributions of learnable layers in GTMB.

Layer CRG1 CRG2 CRG3 FR1 FR2 FC

Stride 2× 2 1× 1 1× 1 - - -
Kernel 3× 3 1× 1 1× 1 - - -
Output Ch. nG · 2 nG · 2 nG nG · 8 nG · 4 nG · 2

parameters in the network during the training stage. Fi-
nally, we introduce the residual connection [56] to remove
the moire patterns in the feature domain. Thus, the final
output of MPRB xMPRB

out can be obtained by

xMPRB
out = xMPRB

in + α · (CM2(T
−1(θ · ξ)) (9)

Multi-block-size LBFs. Theoretically, we can use a pass-
band of any block size to fit the frequency priors of moire
patterns. In practice, one passband can only best match one
specific frequency, making it hard to use one passband to
fit all frequency priors. To solve this problem, we introduce
Multi-block-size LBFs (M-LBFs) to fit the frequency priors
via several LBFs of different block sizes. Since an LBF of
a larger block size requires a larger receptive field, we use
the final output of the dense block to build the largest size
LBF and intermediate outputs to build LBFs of smaller sizes.
Figure 4 illustrates the structure of MPRB constructed by M-
LBFs. The output from the last dilated convolution layer of
the dense block is used for building the largest sized LBF.
Before that, each upcoming densely connected layer is used
for building a smaller sized LBF. Finally, the outputs of all
LBFs are added together and then sent to the FSL.

4.2 Tone Mapping

The RGB color space is an extremely large space containing
2563 colors, making it difficult to perform point-wise tone
mapping. Observing that there are color shifts between
the moire and clean images, we propose a two-step tone
mapping strategy with two types of tone mapping blocks:
Global Tone Mapping Block (GTMB) and Local Tone Map-
ping Block (LTMB).

Global tone mapping block. The GTMB is proposed
to learn the global color shift, see Figure 5 for the detailed
structure. Given the input xGTMB

in , we first extract a global
feature F through a 3×3 Conv ReLU layer with a stride of
2 and a global average pooling (GAP) layer. Then, to extract
a deep global feature γ, we stack two fully connected (FC)
layers with ReLU activation (FR1, FR2) and a FC layer
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Fig. 6. The structure of local tone mapping block.

without ReLU activation (FC). In addition, we use a 1 × 1
Conv ReLU layer to extract the local feature Flocal from
xGTMB
in . The output xGTMB

out can be obtained as

xGTMB
out = CRG3(γ · Flocal) (10)

Assuming the CRG3 outputs a nG-channel tensor, Table 1
lists the attributions of all learnable layers in GTMB.

GTMB vs. Channel Attention. The attention mechanism
has proven to be effective in many tasks [57], [58], [59], [60],
and several channel attention blocks have been proposed
[61], [62]. Our GTMB can be viewed as a kind of chan-
nel attention block (also known as squeeze and excitation
(SE) block [62]). However, GTMB is different from existing
channel attention blocks in several aspects. First, existing
channel attention blocks are always activated by a sigmoid
unit, while there are no such constraints for γ in the GTMB.
Second, channel attention is directly applied on the input of
the existing channel attention blocks, while the γ in GTMB is
applied on the local feature Flocal. Finally, existing channel
attention blocks are aimed at making an adaptive channel-
wise feature re-calibration; the goal of GTMB is to make a
global color shift and avoid the irregular and inhomoge-
neous local color artifacts (more analysis are described in
Sec. 5.4).

Local tone mapping block. The LTMB is developed to
fit a local fine-grained tone mapping function. As shown in
Figure 6, the structure of LTMB is similar to MPRB. LTMB
first takes a similar dense block in MPRB to extract the deep
feature FLTMB

deep from the input of LTMB xLTMB
in . Then, the

output of LTMB is obtained by

xLTMB
out = CRL(F

LTMB
deep ) (11)

where CRL is a 1×1 convolution, and xLTMB
out has the same

shape as xLTMB
in .

4.3 Loss Function

In this paper, we use the L1 loss as the base loss function,
as it has been proven [30], [45], [63] that L1 loss is more
effective than L2 loss for image restoration tasks. However,
the L1 loss itself is not enough as it is a point-wise loss that
cannot provide structural information, while moire patterns
are structural artifact. We propose an dilated advanced
Sobel loss (D-ASL) to solve this problem. The D-ASL can
be expressed as:

D-ASL{d1,d2,··· ,dn} =
n
∑

i=1

ASL
∣

∣

dilation rate=di
(12)

where ASL
∣

∣

dilation rate=di
denotes the ASL [20] with dila-

tion rate of di. Because the ASL can be viewed as a 3 × 3

TABLE 2
Comparison of MBCNNs constructed by LBF with different frequency

domain transforms.

Transform IDWT IDCT IDFT LNT LOT

PSNR 44.26 45.08 44.69 43.06 42.69
SSIM 0.9963 0.9967 0.9965 0.9898 0.9953

convolution, we can adjust the perceived frequency of the
ASL by setting different dilation rates. We combine ASLs of
different dilation rates to strengthen the basic ASL (whose
dilation rate can be seen as 1). We combine the D-ASL and
L1 losses as

Loss(Ẑ, Z) = L1(Ẑ, Z) + λ · D-ASLD(Ẑ, Z) (13)

where L1 denotes the L1 loss, D = {d1, d2, · · · , dn}, and λ

is a hyper-parameter to balance the L1 loss and D-ASL.
When training MBCNN, we adopt the multi-supervision

strategy that supervises the outputs from all branches,
which can be expressed as,

loss = Loss(Ẑs1 , Zs1) + Loss(Ẑs2 , Zs2)

+ Loss(Ẑs3 , Zs3)
(14)

where s1, s2, and s3 indicate branch 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We have conducted extensive ablation studies and outper-
formed the state-of-the-art by large margins on three public
datasets: LCDMoire [64], TIP2018 [14] and London’s Buildings
[13]. The LCDMoire dataset consists of 10,200 synthetically
generated image pairs with 10,000 training images, 100 val-
idation images and 100 testing images. The TIP2018 dataset
consists of real photographs constructed by photographing
images of the ImageNet [54] dataset displayed on computer
screens with various combinations of different camera and
screen hardware. It has 150,000 real clean and moire image
pairs, split into 135,000 training images and 15,000 testing
images. The London’s Buildings is an urban-scene data set
and its images contain bricks, windows and other regular
patterns which are prone to generate moire patterns. It
includes 400 training pairs and 60 testing pairs with about
2300× 1700 resolution. All three datasets are used for com-
parison with state-of-the-art methods. LCDMoire dataset is
also used for ablation studies. The ablation studies are
conducted on the validation set, as the test dataset’s ground
truth is not available. Please note: the validation dataset is
completely independent and not used in training.

5.1 Implementation Details

For the MBCNN model, we adopt the following settings,
with c = 3, nD = 64, nG = 2 · nD = 128, K = 5. We
sequentially introduced 3 LBFs with the size of 4, 6, and
8 to build the M-LBF in each MPRB. We set D = 1, 2, 3
and followed Eqs. 12 to construct the D-ASL, then build
the loss function based on Eq. 13. Adam [65] is used as
our training optimizer. The learning rate is initialized to
be 10−4. The validation was conducted after every training
epoch. If the decrease in the validation loss was lower than
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Fig. 7. Constructing the FDIT layer with IDCT, IDWT, IDFT and LNT.

0.001 dB for four consecutive epochs, the learning rate was
halved. When the learning rate became lower than 10−6, the
training procedure was completed. For all three datasets, we
grouped training data into 256 × 256 patches, and set the
batch size to 4. Training a MBCNN roughly takes 40 hours
with a NVidia RTX2080Ti GPU.

5.2 Frequency Domain Transform

As described in Sec. 4.1, we introduced a block-wise FDIT
layer to construct the LBF. In this subsection, we com-
pare four different FDITs, including Inverse Discrete Co-
sine Transform (IDCT), Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform
(IDWT), Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT), Learn-
able Non-linear Transform (LNT) and a new Learnable
Orthogonal Transform (LOT). As shown in Figure 7(a) and
Figure 7(b), we use 1 × 1 convolution layers to simulate
the IDCT and IDWT, whose convolution kernel is fixed
to the corresponding transform bases. Since the IDFT is
a complex transform, we first use two convolution layers
to estimate the real part and imaginary part from Fdeep

separately, then calculate the final real output (shown in
Figure 7(c)). In addition to the classic IDCT, IDWT and
IDFT, we introduce the LOT and the LNT to investigate the
performance of a totally learned transform. We construct the
LNT by sequentially stacking two 1 × 1 Conv Relu layers
and a 1× 1 convolution layer. All convolution layers in the
LNT output a p2-channel feature map. In this situation, the
learnable passband θ is directly applied on the first 1 × 1
Conv Relu layer (shown in Figure 7(d)). We construct the
LOT using a 1 × 1 convolution layer with an orthogonality
constraint. The orthogonality constraint ensures all learned
bases are orthogonal to each other and that there will
be no information loss after the transform. We adopt the
method proposed in [66] to initialize orthogonal transform

Fig. 8. Demoireing results produced by MBCNN with and without MPRB.

bases. Because the loss back-propagation is random in the
training stage, we can regard the updated orthogonal bases
as linearly independent. Then we adopt Schmidt orthogonal-
ization to ensure the learnt transform bases are orthogonal
during training procedure, where Schmidt orthogonalization is
a differentiable operation that allows to generate transform
bases from a set of linear independent vectors. The working
flow of the LOT layer is shown in Figure 7(e).

We adopt the settings listed in Sec. 5.1 and compare the
five FDITs on the LCDMoire dataset. As shown in Table 2,
all five transforms produce decent results, with the IDCT
producing the best results. The LOT and LNT constructed
LBFs have to learn the transform bases and corresponding
priors at the same time, making it difficult and inefficient
to learn. Both DCT and DFT are the discrete formations
of the Fourier transform, where DCT is a special form of
DFT as DCT contains only the real part. The DCT has better
performance than DFT, we speculate for two reasons: first,
estimating the complex response (as in the DFT) requires
twice the outputs than estimating only the real part (as in the
DCT), which makes it difficult to make an accurate estima-
tion; second, the DCT achieves a better energy compaction
than the DFT in the frequency domain, which make it easier
to sense the moire patterns. We adopt the DCT-constructed
LBF in the following experiments.

5.3 Ablation Studies

To verify the effectiveness of each component in our model,
we conduct extensive ablation studies, including MPRB
vs. GTMB and LTMB, learnable bandpass filter, and loss
function. We adopt L1 + ASL as the training loss function in
this subsection, except for the loss function study part.

5.3.1 MPRB vs. GTMB and LTMB

As described in previous sections, the MPRB is designed
to remove moire patterns, while GTMB and LTMB are de-
signed for color restoration. We first investigate the effect of
the MPRB using a trained MBCNN, and visualize the exper-
imental results in Figure 8. Due to the residual connection
in MPRB, we can separate the effect of MPRB from the two
tone mapping blocks by forcing the α in the FSL to be zero.
As shown in Figure 8, without MPRBs, the degraded color
can still be well restored, and some of very high frequency
moire patterns can also be well removed. However many
high frequency image details are lost, and the low-frequency
moire pattern largely remains. The result is mainly caused
by two reasons. First, because 3 × 3 convolutions are used
in GTMB and LTMB, the CNN has certain denoising and
local smoothing capabilities. Second, although the proposed
tone mapping blocks do have a great ability to restore color,
the major contribution to moire pattern removal is made
by MPRBs. This experiment demonstrates that the MPRBs
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have strong capability to remove moire patterns, while the
GTMBs and LTMBs are good at restoring colors.

Moreover, we also conduct ablation experiments to in-
vestigate the performance of three blocks separately. Be-
cause our GTMB is similar to channel attention (CA), the
CA is also included in the comparison. We adopt the CA
proposed in [61], and set the reduction to be 0.25. The com-
parison results are shown in Table 3. Removing the GTMB
or MPRB leads to a strong degradation in performance.
However removing the LTMB yields a milder performance
degradation, which is due to the LBF in the MPRB partly
restoring the local color information when removing the
moire pattern. On the other hand, our GTMB outperforms
CA by 1.39dB/0.069 PSNR/SSIM. The channel reduction
and the Sigmoid activation seriously weaken the global color
adjustment ability of CA.

TABLE 3
Ablation investigation between MPRB, GTMB, LTMB and CA.

MPRB GTMB LTMB CA PSNR SSIM

× X X × 41.38 0.9869
X × X × 40.02 0.9890
X X × × 43.35 0.9895
X × X X 42.87 0.9893
X X X × 44.26 0.9962

5.3.2 Learnable Bandpass Filter

In this subsection, we investigate the contribution of LBF
and M-LBFs from the structural contribution, and explain
the reasons why we choose the relevant settings.

TABLE 4
Performance of MBCNN, MBCNN-nLP and MBCNN-nTDT on

LCDMoire validation set.

LBF MLBFs

p 8 8 8 {6, 8} {4, 6, 8}
Structure w/o. FDT w/o. LP FDT and LP - -
PSNR 42.91 43.09 44.04 44.20 44.26
SSIM 0.9932 0.9936 0.9948 0.9958 0.9962

Structural Contribution. The M-LBFs contain several
LBFs, which are constructed by two parts, namely Fre-
quency Domain Transform (FDT) and the Learnable Pass-
band (LP). To investigate the contribution of each compo-
nent, we applied the settings described in Section 5.1.

As p = 8 has been prooved to be a best setting for
LBF, we first used a single LBF (p=8) and respectively
removed FDT and LP to investigate the importance of both
components. We removed the entire FDT by replacing it by a
1×1 convolution layer to keep the output shape unchanged.
In this case, the MPRB degenerates to a residual dense block.
We removed the LP by keeping the entire FDT, but forcing
all parameters in the passbands to be 1, so they will not be
updated during training phase. We tested the performance
of these three models on the validation set of LCDMoire.
As shown in Table 4, introducing the FDT could provide
a structural learning path and explicitly ensure the internal
receptive field (block-IDCT size), and finally leads to a slight
improvement of 0.18dB. Introducing LP makes it possible to

learn the frequency prior of the moire patterns and leads a
significant improvement of 0.95 dB from the FDT structure.

We then compared MLBFs of a single LBF with MLBFs
of two LBFs (p = 6, 8) and three LBFs (p = 4, 6, 8). As shown
in Table 4, introducing additionally sized LBFs can further
strengthen the ability of learning frequency priors and lead a
further improvement of 0.22 dB from the single-LBF model.

TABLE 5
Performance comparison of different loss functions.

Loss λ PSNR (dB) SSIM

Other

L1 - 42.19 0.9941
L1 + Sobel 0.5 43.43 0.9956
L1 + Laplace 0.5 43.02 0.9950
L1 + SSIM 0.2 43.25 0.9958
L1 + perceptual 1.0 44.39 0.9961
L1 + Wavelet 0.6 40.66 0.9925

Proposed

L1 + ASL 0.25 44.26 0.9962

L1 + D-ASL{1,2} 0.25 44.78 0.9964

L1 + D-ASL{1,2,3} 0.25 45.08 0.9967

L1 + D-ASL{1,2,3,4} 0.25 44.76 0.9964

5.3.3 Study of the Loss Function

In this part, we investigate the contribution from the loss
functions. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
ASL and D-ASL, we compare them with several related and
well-known loss functions, including Sobel loss, Laplace
loss, SSIM loss [45], [46], wavelet loss [67] and perceptual
loss based on a pre-trained Vgg16 network [68]. Generally,
all loss functions are applied through the multi-supervision
strategy stated in Eq. 14 and finally measured by an MAE
function. To balance these losses and the L1 loss, we as-
signed different values of λ (in Eq. 13) to different losses.

As shown in Table 5, the structural high frequency loss
provided by the Sobel loss leads to a significant improve-
ment of 1.24 dB, and the additional two directional filters
from ASL further improve the performance of 0.83dB. Al-
though the Laplace loss is also a high frequency descriptor,
because it has a much higher weight on the center pixel than
the neighbouring pixels, it behaves similar to the L1 loss.
The SSIM loss and perceptual loss also can improve the per-
formance. The SSIM loss behaves similar to Sobel loss. Bene-
fiting from the strong feature extraction ability of the VGG16
network, the perceptual loss achieved a good performance
similar to ASL. As for the wavelet loss, we find it doesn’t
work as desired, possibly for two reasons. First, because the
L1 loss already sufficiently captures the low frequency loss,
the additional low frequency loss from the wavelet loss may
mislead the network to overfit on the training set. Second,
the Haar wavelet decomposition only focuses on a 2 × 2
neighborhood, which cannot provide much structural infor-
mation for learning the frequency domain priors. Moreover,
stacking multiple ASLs of different dilation rates to build
D-ASL can capture much richer frequency information and
greatly improve the performance. However, introducing
an over-dilated ASL will lead a performance reduction.
The larger dilation rate provides the information of lower
frequency. As the moire patterns are mainly high-frequency
artifacts, the lowest-frequency information hardly provides
any help for learning the frequency priors.
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Fig. 9. Demoireing results on the validation set of LCDMoire produced
by proposed methods and other prior methods.

TABLE 6
Performance comparison of MBCNN models and other prior work on

the validation set of LCDMoire.

Model CAS-CNN MWCNN DMCNN MBCNN-conf MBCNN

PSNR 36.16 28.93 35.48 44.04 45.08
SSIM 0.9873 0.9698 0.9785 0.9948 0.9967
Parameters 4.9M 15.4M 1.4M 13.9M 14.9M
Time(s) 0.14 0.14 0.10 0.25 0.29

5.4 Comparison With Prior Work

In this subsection, we compare the proposed method with
several most related prior work.

Comparison on LCDMoire dataset.

Since the ground-truth of the LCDMoire hold-out testing
set is not released, we also compare with several related
methods that did not participate in the challenge, on the
validation set of LCDMoire. The compared methods are
CAS-CNN [33], MWCNN [34], DMCNN [14]. We retrained
all compared methods with the same training settings de-
scribed in Sec. 5.1 for fair comparison. The result and
average running time per image are shown in Table 6.
Limited by the global residual connection, MWCNN fails
to solve the image demoireing problem, while CAS-CNN
achieves a very close performance to DMCNN. Owing
to the moire image degradation model, M-LBFs and D-
ASL, the proposed MBCNN method clearly outperforms
the other methods, with a significant performance gain of
9.60dB/0.094 PSNR/SSIM than CAS-CNN.

From the visualized results shown in Figure 9, our
MBCNN accurately removes moire patterns and restores
most image details. Owing to the global tone mapping
components, our method can effectively handle the global
color degradation. Other methods all suffer from irregular
and inhomogeneous local artifacts. The single step training
tries to balance the network for all pixels. Because normal
2D convolution shares the same weights in local neighbors,
it difficult to use one group of convolutions to address all
color degradations. Thus, although all of the participated
methods have relatively large receptive fields, they all have
difficulty in solving the global color degradation.

Comparison on the TIP2018 dataset. Since some related
work is evaluated on the TIP2018 dataset, we further eval-
uated our MBCNN on the TIP2018 dataset to compare with
several related methods including DnCNN [69], VDSR [71],
EDSR [63], UNet [39], DMCNN [14], MopNet [17], WDNet
[13]. We retrained all compared methods with the same

TABLE 7
Performance comparison of MBCNN models using different number of

feature channels on TIP2018 dataset.

Model MBCNN-16 MBCNN-32 MBCNN-64 MBCNN-128

PSNR 29.80 30.36 30.41 30.48
SSIM 0.892 0.897 0.900 0.901
Parameters 1.45M 4.42M 14.9M 54.3M

settings provided in [14] except for MopNet, that the result
of MopNet is reported in original paper. We exhibit the
Parameters, GFlops and PSNR/SSIM results of compared
methods in Table 8. Our MBCNN beats the second best
method by 2.28 dB, in terms of PSNR, and achieved the
second best SSIM result which is only 0.004 lower than the
best. Moreover, the visualized results shown in Figure 10
also demonstrates the proposed method outperformed other
compared methods. MBCNN is able to remove the moire
patterns of large range of frequencies and at the same time
keep the real high frequency patterns.

We also conducted the experiments to test the effects
of number of channels, by setting nD to 16, 32, 64, and
128, respectively, while keeping other settings unchanged.
Table 7 shows the quantitative results of the four models.
On one hand, not surprisingly, larger number of channels
leads to larger model and better performance. On the other
hand, increasing the number of channels leads to better
improvement for the smaller model, e.g., by changing 16 to
32, the PNSR improved by 0.56dB, while changing 64 to 128,
the PSNR improved by 0.07dB. Note that our smaller and
efficient model (MBCNN-16) has only 1.45M parameters,
but still beats several most recently proposed methods with
great margins.

Comparison on the London’s Buildings dataset. The
most recent dataset is London’s Buildings dataset [13],
which is also the most challenging dataset, on which the
best model in the literature can only achieve 25.41dB
PSNR so far. Table 9 shows quantitative comparison be-
tween MBCNN and five state-of-the-art methods, including
UNet [39], DMCNN [70], ResNet-34 [56], CFNet [15], and
WDNet [13]. MBCNN achieves the best PSNR of 25.82,
which is 0.41dB higher than the second best. We note that
WDNet tends to have better SSIM values on both TIP2018
and London’s Buildings datasets. WDNet also reported an
interesting phenomenon that by increasing the level of
wavelet transform of WDNet, the PSNR gets higher but
the SSIM gets lower. [72] shows that perceptual quality
(SSIM) and distortion (PSNR) may conflict with each other,
especially in image restoration. Figure 11 shows qualitative
results comparison. MBCNN can remove the moire patterns
well and also have better color restoration.

Generalization to new real data. To test our model’s
ability to generalize to new data, we took a few new pictures
using an iPhone6S from an AOC 27B2H screen, which are
not used in the TIP2018 dataset, and tested our model that
was trained on TIP2018 dataset. As shown in Figure 12, our
model was able to remove moire patterns successfully, even
though the moire patterns are very strong and come from a
new set of camera and screen.
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Fig. 10. Qualitative comparison on TIP2018 dataset.

TABLE 8
Performance comparison of MBCNN models and other related works on TIP2018 dataset. The Flops and Times are measured by processing a

256× 256 sized color image.

DnCNN [69] VDSR [24] EDSR [63] UNet [39] DMCNN [70] MopNet [17] WDNet [13] MBCNN-conf [20] MBCNN
TIP’16 CVPR’16 CVPRW’17 MICCAI’15 TIP’18 ICCV’19 ECCV’20 CVPR’20 proposed

PSNR 24.54 24.68 26.82 26.49 26.77 27.75 28.08 30.03 30.41
SSIM 0.834 0.837 0.853 0.864 0.871 0.895 0.904 0.893 0.900
Parameters 0.6M 0.7M 12.2M 8.6M 1.4M 12.4M 5.7M 13.5M 14.9M
Flops 72.2G 87.5G 160.3G 32.8G 49.3G 396.1G 42.9G 125.3G 148.6G
Time 16.4ms 10.5ms 118ms 6.2ms 9.8ms 123.4ms 25.1ms 19.4ms 22.9ms

Fig. 11. Visual comparison on the London’s Buildings data set.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a multi-scale bandpass CNN
(MBCNN) for image demoireing, and significantly outper-
form state-of-the-art methods by more than 2dB in terms of
PSNR. Multi-block-size learnable bandpass filters (MLBFs)
and dilated advanced Sobel loss (D-ASL) are proposed to
learn the frequency prior of moire patterns. Our model has
two steps: moire pattern removal and tone mapping. A

TABLE 9
Quantitative comparison on London’s Buildings.

UNet DMCNN ResNet-34 CFNet WDNet MBCNN

PSNR 23.48 23.64 23.87 23.22 25.41 25.82
SSIM 0.790 0.791 0.780 0.764 0.839 0.816
∗All the results except for MBCNN are reported from [13].

MLBFs-based residual CNN block is used for moire pattern
removal, and another two CNN blocks for global and local
tone mappings. We firstly compare the performances of
four frequency domain transforms for the frequency domain
priors learning, including IDWT, IDCT, IDFT, LNT and
LOT, and demonstrate the IDCT is the most appropriate
choice. Then, the ablation study was conducted to show the
importance of the components in the network. We have also
clarified the the effects of the block-IDCT sizes in the MLBFs,
and the dilation rates in the D-ASL. We demonstrated that
the block-IDCT sizes of {4, 6, 8} to formulate the MLBFs,
and the dilation rates of {1, 2, 3} to construct the D-ASL,
are the best settings for the image demoireing task. Finally,
experiments on three datasets show that our model outper-
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Fig. 12. Visualized results produced by MBCNN on real moire images.
From top to bottom are the input moire images, and the results of
MopNet, WDnet, and MBCNN. The moire images are captured with
iPhone6S and AOC 27B2H.

forms state-of-the-art methods by large margins, and the
light versions (MBCNN-16 and MBCNN-32) of our model
can achieve an great balance between performance and
efficiency.
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